Rainforest Partnership works
to protect tropical rainforests
by partnering with people
at global and local levels to
create lasting solutions
to deforestation.
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Dear Rainforest Partners,
Rainforest Partnership’s mission is to protect tropical rainforests. Protecting the forests include the
indigenous rainforest communities that call these forests their home. Rainforest Partnership works
with these communities who want to protect their forests and their way of life by helping them create
alternative, sustainable livelihoods.
Of course, none of our work would be possible without the generous support of our donors. Moved
by a passion for conservation and the committment to protect our biosphere, our donors allow us to
pursue our mission.
We have created a uniquely effective conservation model over the past 7 years. We know that saving
rainforests isn’t a new idea, but managing to do so is. By partnering with communities, governments,
and other organizations locally and globally, we are directly protecting rainforests.
And looking back at 2014, recalling the stories from the women and men in our partner communities
and the opportunities we had in bringing a diverse set of partners together to inspire tangible action,
I can’t help but have hope for our future.
We are not there yet, but we can accomplish big things when we work together. By working together,
we will be able to make a measurable difference in communities locally in the rainforests and around
the world.
Thank You,

Niyanta Spelman
Executive Director

Connect:

WHAT’S AT STAKE

The Amazon rainforest contains 20% of the world’s fresh water.
The Amazon rainforest produces 20% of the world’s oxygen.
Every hectare (2.47 acres) of rainforest absorbs approximately
one ton of carbon dioxide per year.
1.6 billion people depend on forests for their
livelihood worldwide.

As late as the 1900s, rainforests covered over 12% of the earth’s land surface; only half of that remains today. Every
hour, approximately 3,000 football fields worth of rainforests are cut or burned. Cleared forests release stored carbon
back into the atmosphere. Rainforest deforestation accounts for 17% of carbon emissions annually – more than is
produced by all the world’s cars, trucks, ships, and planes combined. Once destroyed, it takes a minimum of 65 years
for mature trees to return to the forest; most understory plants will return within 160 years; but computer models
suggest that native species unique to the rainforest may not return for thousands of years – if they survive at all.

Tropical rainforests host most of the world’s plant and animal species.
In just four square miles of Amazon jungle there can be as many as:
750 species of trees,
1,500 species of other plants,
125 species of mammals,
400 species of birds, and
150 species of butterflies.
Because rainforests are home to two-thirds of all animal and plant species, deforestation
will cause 3 to 5% of all earth’s species to become extinct in each decade.

Connect:

HOW WE WORK
WE PROTECT TROPICAL RAINFORESTS BY PARTNERING WITH PEOPLE AT GLOBAL AND
LOCAL LEVELS TO CREATE LASTING SOLUTIONS TO DEFORESTATION
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Protect:
Since 2009, Rainforest
Partnership has been
the only non-profit
organization working in
the Colibri Cloudforest
region with the
communities of San
Antonio and Calabaza.
The untapped
potential offered by
this outlying region
led us to support
the communities in
establishing basic
eco-tourism ventures
and conservation
activities, resulting
in the generation of
sustainable sources
of income for the
communities without
exploiting the forest
resources in an area of
10,000 acres.
The successful, ongoing
implementation of the
eco-tourism businesses
has helped gain the
attention of multiple
government entities in
the region. We have
begun the work to
create conservation
concession and
regional protected
areas in collaboration
with these entities
and the communities
that will lead to the
protection of over
200,000 acres.

COLIBRI
LOCATION: Located in the Colibri cloudforest in
Peru’s “selva central” region, where the Andes
meets the Amazon
LAND SIZE: 10,000 acres (partner areas not
included)
POPULATION: 30 families and 128 inhabitants in
the community of San Antonio; 20 families and 92
inhabitants in the community of Calabaza
THREAT: Deforestation from subsistence
farming practiced by migrants from the Andean
highlands; land use changes through the
creation of pasturelands and illegal logging
PROJECT PLAN: Establish ecotourism by
implementing a management plan, building
capacity, and infrastructure
PARTNERS: Municipal Government of Pampa
Hermosa, Provincial Government of Satipo,
Regional Government of Junín, National
University of Central Peru (UNCP), and Victoria
SAC Conservation Area

CURIOUS FACT: BEING
THE TRANSITION ZONE
BETWEEN THE ANDES
AND THE AMAZON, THIS
INCREDIBLY DIVERSE
REGION HAS SOME OF
THE LEAST EXPLORED
ECO-SYSTEMS IN THE
WORLD AND IS HOME
TO MORE THAN ONETHIRD OF 270 ENDEMIC
SPECIES OF BIRDS,
MAMMALS AND FROGS
IN PERU.

Protect:

CHIPAOTA
LOCATION: Community-titled
land bordering the Cordillera Azul
National Park in the Amazonian
region of northern Peru
LAND SIZE: 14,826 acres
POPULATION: 800 inhabitants
THREAT: Overexploitation of the
Piassaba palm species (Aphandra
natalia) and reduction in their
population

CURIOUS FACT:
PIASSABA PALM IS AN
ENDEMIC SPECIES TO
THIS REGION.

PROJECT PLAN: Establish new
methods to sustainably harvest
the palm fibers and develop a
business model and entities to
sell traditional and non-traditional
forest handicrafts (baskets &
brooms)

In November of 2008, Rainforest
Partnership began working with
the community of Chipaota to
develop a sustainable management plan that would provide the
community with a steady income
without having to cut down more
of their forest. For years, the
community subsisted by extracting
the fibers of the piassaba palm
and selling them in the local
market. Often, the method for
harvesting the fiber involved killing
the piassaba palm. By introducing an extraction technique that
did not require cutting down the
piassaba, Rainforest Partnership
helped the community develop a
forest management plan.
In 2014, Rainforest Partnership
worked with 40 families to
operate a communal business to
harvest and market piassaba palm
fibers, as well as worked with the
women’s artisan group, comprised
of 15 women from the community.
Because of the success of the
management plan over the past
five years, the municipality of
Chazuta and the San Martin
regional government are
promoting the management
plan as a model for sustainable
development to be replicated
in other forest communities.
The artisan project focused on
rescuing the knowledge of basket
weaving that was being lost and
simultaneously empowered the
women in the community.

Protect:
In the Ecuadorian
Amazon, Rainforest
Partnership is working
with the indigenous
community of Sani Isla.
Now in its fifth year,
this project showcases
the remarkable story of
the women in a remote
rainforest community and
a partnership that has
empowered them to be
economically sustainable.
The women’s success
in developing their
Sani Warmi business
producing exquisite
handmade accessories
from seeds and natural
fibers, has strengthened
the women’s resolve in
standing up to outside
interests and they have
become a strong voice for
rainforest conservation.
One of the biggest
motivations for the
women remains their
desire and ability to send
their children to school.
One of their stated goals
for 2015 and beyond
is to fund the higher
education of one girl
every year from their
common funds.

SANI ISLA
LOCATION: Borders two prominent protected
areas: the Yasuní National Park and the
Cuyabeno Nature Reserve
LAND SIZE: 91,000 acres
POPULATION: 75 indigenous Kichwa families,
1,652 inhabitants
THREAT: Oil prospecting has been the single
greatest threat facing this community and
continues to be critical
PROJECT PLAN: Artisan project in Sani
Isla uses traditional knowledge to create
sustainable incomes and empower women
to provide for their families through
entrepreneurial opportunities

CURIOUS FACT: THIS
AREA IS AMONG ONE
OF THE MOST
BIOLOGICALLY DIVERSE
AREAS IN THE WORLD.
A SINGLE HECTARE
(2.47 ACRES) IN THIS
REGION CONTAINS
MORE SPECIES THAN IN
ALL OF NORTH AMERICA.

Protect:

ACHUAR
LOCATION: The larger Achuar community is located
on both sides of the Peru-Ecuador border along the
headwaters of the Pastaza, Marañon and Corrientes
river basins.
LAND SIZE: 1.7 million acres in Peru

CURIOUS FACT: THE
ACHUAR TERRITORY
ENCOMPASSES
TRIBUTARIES TO
THE AMAZON RIVER
WHOSE HEADWATERS
ARE THE LOWLAND
AMAZON RAINFOREST.
THIS IS WHY OIL
EXPLORATION
ACTIVITIES IN SOME
PARTS OF THE ACHUAR
LAND CAN LEAD TO
DEVASTATION OF
VAST AREAS OF THE
RAINFOREST.

POPULATION: 12,200 inhabitants living in 44 distinct
smaller communities
THREAT: Dire threats from oil companies exploring
and drilling for oil deeper in this region impact
the community’s way of life and the rainforest’s
biodiversity, including countless species of fauna
and flora. Due to their remote location, this
indigenous community does not have adequate
access to essential services
PROJECT PLAN: Create a socio-economic business
model that would value Achuar culture and
traditional livelihood through the sustainable use of
natural resources

Rainforest Partnership
began work with the
Achuar community in
2014. The Achuar are an
indigenous rainforest
community who live
deep in the Amazon,
near Peru’s remote
border with Ecuador.
The Achuar maintain a
rich culture, including
endemic systems of
economic and social
organization. As a
community, they have
the intrinsic knowledge
to create traditional
medicines and products
that are naturally
derived from the
forest. However, the
community lacks the
necessary infrastructure
and skills to market their
products and services
outside of their territory
and create a reliable
source of income
without overexploiting
the forest resources.
Rainforest Partnership’s
objective is to develop
an enduring socioeconomic business
model in the Achuar
community that would
value their culture and
traditional livelihood
through the sustainable
use of natural resources
found in the forest.

Effect:

FILMS FOR THE FOREST
Raising over $50,000 for rainforest conservation, Rainforest Partnership’s
5th annual Films for the Forest festival was a huge success. As an official part
of SXSW Community Screenings, Films for
the Forest is an environmental film festival
2014 WINNERS INCLUDE:
that raises awareness and funds for the
protection of tropical rainforests through the
UNDER 4 MINUTES
art of films. Filmmakers from around the world
WINNER:
submitted films to be chosen by our panel of
The Arborist
celebrity judges: Richard Linklater, Ginger Sledge,
Joe Fellows - UK
Sarah Backhouse and Dilly Gent.
RUNNER UP:

Trees

Gal Ziv - Israel
FINALIST:

The Laboratory With Leaves
Daniel Nils Roberts - UK
FINALIST:

Make a Stand

Marcus Marshall - Trinidad & Tobago
UNDER 40 MINUTES
WINNER:

Sticky

Jilli Rose - Australia
STUDENT
WINNER:

Black Rock Creek

Malone Lumarda - USA
RUNNER UP:

Monkey Business

Hart Elementary
FINALIST:

A New Beginning

Garner Fine Arts Academy

The winning films were screened at the Films for
the Forest event on March 10 during SXSW. The
audience included loyal Rainforest Partnership
supporters, filmmakers and their fans and
SXSW attendees. The night concluded
with cocktails and Mediterranean
appetizers. The audience left the
event with the sense of the
importance of rainforests and
our environment and the role
we all play in protecting it.

Effect:

CELEBRATION DINNER
The Sixth Annual Celebration Dinner was a huge success, raising over
$75,000 for Rainforest Partnership. Guests enjoyed a beautiful evening
full of exciting samba dance performances, exquisite artwork, rustic
décor, safari chic attire and an impromptu but magical rain display
from Mother Nature.
The evening was held at Austin’s historic Commodore Perry
Estate, and hosted by our dedicated event committee:
Aman Bandali, Angela Strickland, Bridget Dunlap,
Calvin Chen, Cathy Morgan, Christie Johnson, Kalinda
Howe, Katie Stolp, Imad Ahmed, Matt Curtis,
Matt Mandrella and Stone Slade. Together with
staff, volunteer, donors and sponsors, we
celebrated another year of saving one of
the earth’s most precious resources, our
rainforests. Everyone left feeling just
a little closer to the rainforest and
excited for the coming year.

Inspire:

EDUCATION INITATIVE
Our 2014 education initiative taught students about the importance
of rainforests, the role they play in our planet and what we
can all do to help keep them standing. Through our interactive
presentations, students learned about where rainforests are, who
lives in them, why humans need them and the consumer choices
students can make to protect them. Presentations include engaging
stories, facts, and activities to make our time with students
memorable and informative.
We emphasize to students the importance of living as a “Global
Citizen” by teaching them the affect their consumer choices have
on the rest of the world. Our presentations are meant to educate
students on rainforests and the state of our planet as well as to
empower students to live a more sustainable lifestyle and to
become stewards of the environment that sustains us. In 2014, we
presented to 960 students from 7 schools, including public, private,
charter, religious, alternative and special education schools.

FINANCIALS
Income
Total Public Grants		
$39,050.00
Direct Public Support		
$96,056.42
Fundraising Events		
$128,618.87
Indirect Public Support
$3,203.91
Interest & Invetments
$58.62
Honorarium			$200.00

Total Public Grants

Total 			$267,187.82

Interest & Invetments

Direct Public Support
Fundraising Event
Indirect Public Support

Honorarium

Program Expenses
Chipaota Project
Sani Isla Project 		
Colibri Project 		
Education & Outreach

$75,906.00
$49,850.00
$48,515.00
$79,739.00

			$254,010.00
Total Program Expenses
Operating Expenses
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income 		

$254,010.00
$24,387.00
$278,397.00
$(11,209.48)
Chipaota Project
Sani Isla Project
Colibri Project
Education & Outreach

Thank you to
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OUR SUPPORTERS
Anonymous • AT&T • Greater Austin Merchants Co-op Association
JP’s Peace, Love & Happiness Foundation • Marty Tomberg Charitable Fund
Stratus Properties • SXSW • SXSW Eco • Thomas, Lee
Winkler Family Foundation
Beuerlein, Steve • Dougherty Foundation • Eya Production • Harman, Janet
Ilios Lighting • Morgan, Mary • Reagan National Advertising
Samsung Telecomm • Seton Medical Center Austin • Silicon Laboratories Inc.
State & Federal Employee Giving • Texas Gas Services
Bandali Builders • Catellus Development Corporation • Doggett, John
EnergC LLC • Farmer, Gary & Susan • Giarratani, Dominic & Shafeeqa
Husch Blackwell, L.L.P. • Linklater, Richard • Maier, Richard • Meade , Nikelle
Southwest Strategies Group,Inc. • Spelman, Jasiel & Ronan • Stubb’s Austin
Restaurant Company LC • Winkelman, Marc & Suzanne

$500-999

Admiral Bobby Inman • Anderson, David James • AW Media Inc.
Barbaro, Niccolo & Susan • Barbour, Hazel • Borgelt, Mary & Richard • Chang, Jade
Foster, Dan • Glasco, Alice • Guthikonda, Gopal & Vasumathi • Herzele, Charlotte
J Crew • Kendra Scott Jewelry • Kenty, Joel & Margaret • Li, Victoria •
Manickam, Jay McLean & Howard L.L.P. • MWM Design Group • Pederson, Craig
Terry, Martha • Texas Realty Capital LP

Thank you to

OUR VOLUNTEERS
Aaron Baum

Jared Watson

Alena Follestad-Jutilla

Khunal Parkash

Alexandra Cloyd

Kristi Burns

Arturo Palencia

Lavanya Selvam Alli

Ashley Esparza

Luke Wright

Badri Lakkur

Margaret Kenty

Bharat Reddy

Moin Ahmed

Bilal Hakeem

Nickie Harris

Brandon Dail

Paige Rylander

Cathy Morgan

Rohit Chauhan

CeeJay Brown

Susan Griswold

Chris Befeld

Tara Allen

Dylan Ruan

Teresa Oen

Erynn Fitzgerald

Vanessa Sanchez

Hannah Ward
DONATED OVER 2401.1 HOURS TO RAINFOREST PARTNERSHIP IN 2014.

To learn more about our work and to become
involved, please visit us at:
RainforestPartnership.org

